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Space structures such as the solar panels or antenna, when deployed in space, have large
dimensions, low mass to size ratio, large inertias and relatively low structural rigidity. Due to space
restrictions, these structures are originally in stowed configurations and are deployed into their full
size in space. Typically, these systems at the end of deployment undergo locking at the joints and
lose their rotational degrees of freedom at the joints. In addition, during locking vibrations are
induced in these light-weight, flexible mechanisms which have to be actively or passively damped.
In this paper a mathematical model with an experiment is presented for a two-link flexible system,
which undergoes locking during motion. The structural flexibility is modelled by the finite element
method, and the equations of motion are derived using the Lagrangian formulation. The locking
at the joints is modelled by the momentum balance method, which enables one to predict the rigid
body as well as the elastic motion of the system after locking. The experimental setup consists of
two flexible aluminum links with a revolute joint at the end of each link, and has a locking mechanism
for each joint. The links lock at a predefined angle. The links are instrumented with strain gages
and the joint rotations are measured by potentiometers. The sensor readings are acquired and stored
on a PC based data acquisition system. The simulation results such as the locking time, response
of each joint and the strain at the base of each link match very well with the experimental results.
Thus, the momentum balance method is capable of predicting fairly accurately the dynamics of a
flexible system which undergo locking during motion.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Future structures deployed in space and platforms to be assembled in space will have large
dimensions. The weight of these space structures needs to be as small as possible, and
hence, the structures designed will have relatively low structural rigidity. In addition, the
volume limitations inside the fairing of launch vehicles, as well as high launch loads, have
necessitated the design of many structures (for example deployable solar arrays and
antennae) in a compact stowed manner during the launch and mechanisms [1] to deploy
them in space. The dynamics modelling of these structures including flexibility helps to
predict the accurate response of the system during deployment.
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Many mechanical systems are subjected to changes in kinematic structure during their
functional use. One common example is the locking of individual solar arrays of a satellite
during deployment. This operation results in a redistribution of total momentum that may
lead to impulsive forces and moments on the system. These impulsive forces may lead to
large vibrations in the lightweight flexible structures and may also cause damage to the
mechanical components.

A large number of researchers have developed mathematical models and numerical
simulation tools for studying the structural flexibility of the members during their motion.
The flexibility is modelled by the finite element method in [2–5], assumed mode method
[5–8] and lumped parameter approach [9].

In the finite element method, an elastic member is approximated as a number of discrete
(finite) elements with the nodes having translational and rotational degrees of freedom.
The deflection in between nodes is approximated by polynomial shape functions. In the
assumed mode method the link flexibility is represented by the finite number of modes,
in terms of spatial eigenfunctions which are transcendental and time dependent mode
amplitudes. In the lumped parameter approach each link is discretised into a smaller
number of elements having mass and stiffness in the form of springs.

The deployment analysis of accordion type of solar array, stowed during launch and
deployed in orbit, is discussed in [10–11] with the links assumed to be rigid bodies. This
is not strictly correct since these structures are flexible and there can be significant vibration
induced due to locking. Several researchers have studied the post impact behavior of closed
loop mechanisms and a single flexible link, and validated numerical simulation with the
experimental results. Khulief and Shabana [12] used momentum balance method for
constrained mechanical systems with interconnected rigid and flexible bodies. The joints
between different components are introduced in the dynamic equations using constraint
equations and Lagrange multiplier technique. The intermittent motion is monitored by an
event predictor algorithm. The authors extended their theory in [13] to a general multibody
system subject to kinematic structure changes during motion. Rasmentab-Sany and
Shabana [14] used the above method for a radially rotating flexible beam with an axial
impact. The deformation of the beam in the axial direction is described using Fourier
series. The momentum balance method is used by Yigit [15] for a radially rotating beam
impacting on a horizontal surface. In the previous investigations [12–14] the applicability
of coefficient of restitution for flexible systems was not addressed. Yigit et al. in [16]
validated the analyticaly developed impact model through experiment. The strain gages
were used to measure the elastic deformation and angular velocity was measured by an
optical encoder. They compared the angular velocity and strain along the beam with
analytical and experimental results. From these comparisons, they concluded that the
momentum balance method can be used to predict the post dynamic behavior of similar
systems with good accuracy. In [17], the authors studied the impact of a radially rotating
beam with a spring dashpot model. The spring model is based on non-linear force
displacement relationships based on Hertzian contact. The results were found to be in good
agreement with experiment.

The impact of a sphere on a single elastic flexible robot arm is investigated by Chapnick
et al. [18]. The elastic motion of the link was measured through photo detector diode and
the joint angle was measured by an optical encoder. The simulation results are also
compared with experimental data. The contact phenomenon during impact is modelled
based on Hertzian theory of contact. The coefficient of restitution is calculated based on
the energy absorbed from impact by each mode of vibration. The impact of a rigid–flexible
manipulator impacting on a rigid spherical surface is investigated by Yigit [19]. The impact
is modelled by a spring dashpot model based on the Hertzian contact law. Hence, the
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impact behaviour can be modelled by a spring dashpot model or momentum balance
method. The spring dashpot model requires additional parameters to be determined, as
it is based on the relative indentation and damping. The change in velocity of the system
after impact is obtained by appending the spring dashpot model to the differential equation
of motion. The momentum balance method is derived based on the integration of the
equations of motion over the impact period and on the coefficient of restitution. This
results in a set of linear algebraic equations which can be solved to compute the change
in velocity after impact.

Based on the above literature survey, there is no available literature on the analysis of
flexible systems which undergo locking at the joints during motion. In this paper a
mathematical model and experimental setup is presented for a flexible two-link (revolute
joints) system which undergo locking during motion. The theory developed here is helpful
in the analysis of the deployment dynamics of a 2R (revolute) flexible link (simulating a
two-element solar array or antenna) which undergoes locking during motion. Finally, the
experimental results will be compared with the simulation in order to assess the validity
of the mathematical model. The paper is organised as follows: In section 2, a brief
description of the system is presented. The equations of motions for the flexible two link
system is presented in section 3. The mathematical model for locking at the joints using
the momentum balance method is presented in section 4. The equations of motion for the
single flexible link after first locking is presented in section 5. Numerical simulation results
are presented in section 6. In section 7 the experimental set up is described. The description
of major components are presented in section 8. The instrumentation used in the
experimental set-up is described in section 9. In section 10, the experimental results are
presented and compared with numerical simulation. Finally the concluding remarks are
presented in section 11.

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODELLING

The schematic representation of the two-link flexible system is shown in Figure 1(a). The
links are supported by air bearings at the end and the motions of the links is on a flat
horizontal table. This arrangement ensures that gravity effects can be neglected. The two
flexible links are initially folded with a known initial angle and released from the initial
configuration. Each link is actuated by means of pre-loaded torsion spring mounted at the
joints. The initial motion of the link is indicated by the arrows in the Figure 1(b). The
first stage of locking takes place, when the angle between first link and the second link
is zero, as shown in Figure 1(c). After the first locking the second joint loses its rotational
degree of freedom and the system now rotates about the first joint, like a single flexible

Figure 1. Schematic representation of motion of two-link flexible system. (a) Initial configuration; (b)
Intermediate configuration; (c) First stage of locking; (d) Motion after first stage of locking; (e) Second stage
of locking.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation. ————, deformed shape; ——, original shape; ----, position vectors; (a)
two-link flexible system; (b) single flexible link.

link as shown in Figure 1(d). A second locking takes place, when the first link rotates
through 90° as shown in Figure 1(e). After the second locking the first joint loses its
rotational degree of freedom, and the system behaves as a cantilever beam clamped about
the first joint.

The schematic representation of a two-link flexible system is shown in Figure 2(a) with
the original and the deformed configuration. The co-ordinate system OXY is the inertial
reference frame. The body fixed co-ordinate system Oi Xi Yi is attached to the link i with
origin at Oi with Xi-axis along the link i. The flexural deformation is described relative
to the co-ordinate system that follows the rigid body motion of link.

The following assumptions are made in the mathematical formulation.
1. Each link is considered to have a constant cross sectional area and uniform material

properties.
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2. Each link is subjected to pure bending. The experimental configuration is designed
to eliminate the possibility of torsion of the beam, and the torsional effects are neglected.

3. The motion of the flexible two-link system under study can have deformation only
in the horizontal plane. Each link is supported on the air bearing. Hence, the bending due
to gravity is negligible.

4. The beam is long and slender. The transverse shear and rotary inertia effects are
negligible. This allows the use of Euler–Bernoulli beam theory to model the elastic
deformation.

5. The stress induced due to the motion of link is well within the elastic limit.
The flexural deformation of a link is approximated by means of the finite element

method [20]. The first link has n1 elements and the second link has n2 elements. The local
displacement wi of link i is expressed as a linear combination of shape functions N and
the nodal degrees of freedom din as

wi =Ndin . (1)

The nodal degree of freedom, din for nth element of link i is given by

din = {ui(n−1), ci(n−1), uin , cin}T, (2)

where ui(n−1), uin are the translational degrees of freedom for the nth element of link i and
ci(n−1), cin are the rotational degrees of freedom for the nth element of link i.

With the assumptions of a Euler–Bernoulli beam, the Hermite cubic shape functions for
the beam element in the interval (0, 1) are given by

f1 (s)=1−3s2 +2s3, f2 (s)= lie (s−2s2 + s3), f3 (s)=3s2 −2s3,

f4 (s)= lie (s3 − s2), (3)

where s= xi /lie , and xi is the local co-ordinate of the element on link i. In the above
equation lie is the length of the element of link i with lie = li /ni where li is the link length
of link i and ni is the number of elements on link i.

The shape function vector N is given by

N= {f1 (s), f2 (s), f3 (s), f4 (s)}. (4)

3. DYNAMIC EQUATIONS OF A FLEXIBLE TWO-LINK SYSTEM

The vector ri locates the position of the origin of local (Oi , Xi , Yi ) co-ordinate system
of link i in the reference frame. The vector Ai presents the co-ordinates of elastic
deformation of link i with respect to the (Oi , Xi , Yi ). The vector roi measures the location
with respect to the inertial co-ordinate system.

The position vector roi of any point Qi on the link i from the origin of inertial frame
is given by

roi = ri +Ti Ai (5)

where, r1 is {0} for link 1, Ai is given by {xi , wi}T, r2 is given as T1 C1 with C1 given as
{l1, u1n1}T, and

[T]i =$cos ( fi )
sin ( fi )

−sin ( fi )
cos ( fi )%.

In the above equations, Ai is the co-ordinate of point Qi in the body fixed co-ordinate
system, xi is the horizontal distance, wi is the flexural deformation of link i in the body
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fixed co-ordinate system, Ti is the tranformation matrix relating to the body fixed and the
inertial frame and fi is the rotation of the joint i with respect to the inertial frame. f1 is
u1 for link 1, f2 is (u1 + u2 +c1n1) for link 2, uini is the tip displacement of link i, c1n1 is the
tip slope of link 1 and ni is the number of elements on link i.

The position vector rmi of the tip mass, mpi , of link i is given by

rmi = ri +Ti Ci , (6)

where C2 is given by {(l1 + l2), u2n2}T.

3.1.  

From the position vectors, one can now find the kinetic energy [4, 21] of the two-link
system. The total kinetic energy of the flexible system is due to the motion of the links
and joints, and kinetic energy due to the tip mass.

3.1.1. Kinetic energy of link i
The kinetic energy Tin of the nth element of link i is given by

Tin = 1
2 g

lie

0

ri Ai$dr0i

dt %
T

· $dr0i

dt % dxi , (7)

where ri is the density, Ai is the cross-sectional area, lie is the length of an element and
roi is the position vector of point Qi on link i (refer to equation (5)).

As the link i is divided into ni elements, the total kinetic energy Ti of a link is obtained
by summing over all the elements of the link as follows:

Ti = s
ni

n=1

Tin . (8)

3.1.2. Kinetic energy of revolute joint i
The joint inertia at the first joint is due to the joint assembly, and the joint inertia at

the second joint is due to the joint assembly and the air bearing mounted at the second
joint.

The kinetic energy for the joint i is given by

TJi =
1
2 VT

i [Ji ]Vi , (9)

where Vi is the angular velocity and Ji is the joint inertia of the joint i.

3.1.3. Kinetic energy of the tip mass of link i
The mass located at the tip of link 1 is the mass of associated mechanism of joint 2.

The mass located at the tip of link 2 is the mass of the air bearing mounted at the tip of
link 2.

The kinetic energy Tmi of the tip mass mpi located at the tip of link i is given by

Tmi = 1
2 mpi$drmi

dt %
T

· $drmi

dt %, (10)

where rmi is the position vector of the tip mass (refer to equation (6)).
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The total kinetic energy of the system is given by

T= s
2

i=1

(Ti +TJi +Tmi ), (11)

where i is the number of links in the system.
Substituting equations (1)–(4) and the derivative of equations (5) and (6) in the above

equation, the total kinetic energy can be written in a compact form as

T= 1
2 {q̇}T[M]{q̇} (12)

where

{q}= {u1, u2, q1, q2}T.

In the above equations, u1 and u2 are the joint rotations, and q1 and q2 are the nodal
degrees of freedom of each link. These are given for qi , as {ui0, ci0, . . . , uini , cini}T and [M]
is the mass matrix of the system.

3.2.  

The potential energy of the flexible system arises from two sources: the strain energy
due to the elastic deformation of the links [4, 21] and the potential energy of the torsion
springs mounted at the joints.

3.2.1. Potential energy of link i
The strain energy Vin for the nth element of link i is given by

Vin = 1
2 g

lie

0

Ei Ii$d2wi

dx2
i %

T

· $d2wi

dx2
i % dxi , (13)

where Ei is Young’s modulus, Ii is the area moment of inertia, wi is the flexural deformation
(refer equation (1)) of link i and lie is the length of the beam element of link i. The total
strain energy, Vi is computed by summing over all the elements ni of link i and can be
written in a compact form as

Vi = s
ni

n=1

Vin . (14)

3.2.2. Potential energy of torsion springs
The potential energy, Vs , due to the torsion spring at the ith joint by

Vs = s
nj

i=1

1
2 Ksi (ui0 − ui )2, (15)

where Ksi is the torsion spring stiffness of the joint i, ui0 is the pre-rotation angle of joint
i, ui is the joint angle, and nj is the number of joints of the system and is equal to 2.

The total potential energy, V, of the system is given by

V=Vs + s
2

i=1

Vi . (16)
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The above equation after simplification can be written as

V= 1
2 {q}T[K]{q}, (17)

where [K] is the flexural stiffness matrix.

3.2.3. Torque due to rocker arm
The torque ti acting at each joint due to the spring force exerted by the rocker arm on

the cam mounted at each joint is computed by the principle of virtual work. The torque
is related to the virtual work, dWt , by

dWt = s
nj

i=1

ti dui , (18)

where the infinitesimal displacements of each joint is dui .

3.3.  

The first joint has only a rotational degree of freedom u1 with respect to the inertial axis
OX. This contrains the nodal degree of freedom corresponding to the first element attached
to the joint O1. Hence one gets

u10 =0 and c10 =0 at x1 =0. (19)

The second joint has only one rotational degree of freedom relative to the first link. Thus
the constraints for the second link are

u20 =0 and c20 =0 at x2 =0. (20)

3.4.      - 

The equations of motion are derived based on the Lagrangian formulation [22]. The
Lagrangian of the system in terms of the generalised coordinates q and its derivative q̇ is
given by

L(q, q̇)=T−V, (21)

where T and V are the total kinetic and potential energies of the system. The equations
of motion are obtained from the Lagrangian by using

d/dt(1L(q, q̇)/1q̇)− 1L(q, q̇)/1q= t. (22)

The equations of motion can be written in a compact matrix form as

$Mr

MT
rf

Mrf

Mf%6q̈r

q̈f7+6hr (q, q̇)
hf (q, q̇)7+$Kj

0
0
Kf%6qr

qf7=6t07 (23)

The first term contains the configuration dependent mass matrix and the second
derivative of the generalised co-ordinates. This matrix can be separated into the matrix
containing rigid body terms (Mr ), the matrix containing terms involving the coupling of
the rigid body and flexible variables (Mrf ), and the matrix containing the terms involving
only the flexible variables (Mf ). The generalised coordinates qr are the joint rotations u1

and u2 respectively and qf are the nodal degrees of freedom of each link. The second term
is the vector of Coriolis and centripetal terms. The third term is the stiffness term and this
can be separated into contributions from the torsion spring and the links. The term on
the right side is the torque due to the rocker arm force. It may be noted that the number
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of second order ordinary differential equation in the equation (23) is two for the rigid body
variable and 2(n1 + n2) for flexible variables.

The equations of motions described above are integrated numerically with the given
initial conditions and the torque, till the second joint becomes zero. At this stage the
flexible link 2 locks with the link 1 and loses its rotational degree of freedom.

4. MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR LOCKING

The first stage of locking takes place in the flexible two-link system when the angular
rotation of the second joint is zero. The angular velocity of the first joint and the velocity
of flexible variables after the first stage of locking is evaluated using the momentum balance
method.

4.1.   

The momentum balance method is based on the impulse momentum law which assumes
1. The impact occurs instantaneously and thus neglects the duration of impact.
2. The system configuration is continuous during impact and one can write

q− = q+. (24)

The negative sign in the subscripts indicates the state variables just before locking and the
positive sign indicates the state variables just after locking.

3. The velocities are bounded during impact.
The equation of motion for the two-link flexible system is given by

[M]q̈+ h(q, q̇)+ [K]q=Q, (25)

where

Q=Qext +QF , (26)

with Qext as the generalised external forces and QF as the generalised impulsive forces due
to impact.

The generalised impulsive force due to impact can be written (Greenwood [22]) as

QF =F ds/dq, (27)

where F is the impact force and s is the relative normal displacement between the impacting
bodies.

Integrating over the impact period t (i.e., Dt= t1 − t2), the equation of motion
(equation (25)) yields

g
t2

t1

[M]{q̈} dt+g
t2

t1

(h(q, q̇)) dt+g
t2

t1

[K]{q} dt=g
t2

t1

{Q}dt (28)

With the assumption that the external forces are continuous and the velocities are bounded
during impact, one concludes that as the contact duration approaches zero, the integral
of the two terms Qext and h(q, q̇) tends to zero. One obtains the following equations:

lim
Dt:0 g

t2

t1

[M]{q̈} dt=[M]Dq̇, lim
Dt:0 g

t2

t1

h(q, q̇) dt=0,

lim
Dt:0 g

t2

t1

[K]{q} dt=0, lim
Dt:0 g

t2

t1

{QF} dt=(ds/dq)H, (29)

where the generalised impulse H is given as
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H= lim
Dt:0 g

t2

t1

F dt. (30)

The equation of momentum balance method is simplified to

[M]Dq̇=(ds/dq)H. (31)

Hence, one can write the velocity after locking as

q̇+ = q̇− +Dq̇ (32)

The detailed equations are given in Appendix A.

5. MODELLING FOR A SINGLE FLEXIBLE LINK

The two-link flexible system described earlier locks, when the joint rotation of link 2
reaches 0°, by losing the rotational degree of freedom at joint 2. The system then reduces
to a single link flexible system as shown in Figure 1d of section 2. After first locking, the
two links of length l1 and l2 form a single link of length (l1 + l2). The generalised
co-ordinates and the velocities computed by the momentum balance method in the
previous section forms the initial condition to the single flexible link system. This single
flexible link now continues its rotation about the first joint. In this section, the system of
equations of motion for the planar single flexible link with a revolute joint is presented.
The schematic representation of the single link flexible system is shown in Figure 2(b) with
the original and the deformed configurations.

The flexural deformation, v, is again approximated by the linear combination of shape
functions, N, and the nodal degrees of freedom d and is given by

v=Nd, (33)

where d= {vn , an , vn+1, an+1}T, vn and vn+1 are the translational nodal degrees of freedom,
an and an+1 are the rotational degrees of freedom at each node.

The total kinetic energy, the total potential energy of the single flexible link of length
(l1 + l2) and the torque due to the rocker arm at the first joint can be derived in a manner
similar to the two-link flexible system described earlier. The equations of motion for a
single flexible link can be written as

$Mr

MT
rf

Mrf

Mf%6p̈r

p̈f7+6hr (p, ṗ)
hf (p, ṗ)7+$Kj

0
0
Kf%6pr

pf7=6t07. (34)

In the above equation, pr is the joint rotation u1f and pf are the flexible degrees of freedom
of the link. It may be noted that the number of second order ordinary differential equations
in equation (34) is one for the rigid body variable and 2(n1 + n2) for the flexible variables.

The equations of motion derived above are integrated numerically until the generalised
co-ordinate of the first joint reaches 90°. At this stage, the first joint locks by losing its
rotational degree of freedom. The single flexible link now reduces to a cantilever beam with
clamped boundary condition at the first joint. The velocity of flexible variables after the
second stage of locking is evaluated based on the momentum balance method. The detailed
equations are given in Appendix B.

The equation of motion for the cantilever beam is given by

[Mc ]p̈1 +[Kc ]p1 =0 (35)
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where [Mc ] is the mass matrix and [Kc ] is the stiffness matrix of the cantilever
beam.

The above equations are integrated to obtain the response of the system after the second
stage of locking.

6. NUMERICAL SIMULATION

The purpose of this section is to present numerical simulation results for all the three
phases of the motion by accounting for the flexibility of the linkages and the effect of
locking. For comparison, simulation results are also presented when the links are assumed
to be rigid. The simulation is divided into three phases.

First phase: The first phase consists of the motion of each link from the initial
configuration up to the first stage of locking. Link 2 locks with link 1 and hence joint 2
loses its rotational degree of freedom during first stage of locking.

Second phase: The second phase consists of the motion of the links after the first stage
of locking up to the second stage of locking. In this phase the two-link flexible system
rotates like a single flexible link about the first joint. During the second stage of locking
the single flexible link locks and joint 1 loses its rotational degree of freedom, when it
rotates through 90°.

Third phase: The third phase consists of the response after the second stage of locking.
In this phase the flexible link acts like a cantilever beam.

The physical parameters of the system are presented in Tables 1–3. These are the actual
values from the experimental setup. In the experimental set-up the flexural rigidity of each
link is affected by the presence of flanges at the end of each link and the flexural rigidity
of each components connecting the link. Hence, link 1 is stiff at both ends and link 2 is
stiff at one end. The actual flexural rigidity and the equivalent cross-section for each link
is arrived at, by modelling the complete region covered by the flanges and the associated
components by the finite element method. The equivalent cross-section and flexural rigidity
are presented in the Tables 1–3 respectively.

The numerical simulations were performed on an IBM RS6000 work station. The first
order differential equations of motion were solved by a variable step, variable order (of
interpolation) predictor–corrector Adams algorithm [23]. The absolute and relative errors
are taken as 1·0×10−6.

First phase. The differential equations (equation (23)) are solved from the input data and
the initial conditions given in Tables 1 and 2 for the first phase. Figure 3 presents the

T 1

Physical parameters of link 1

Length (m) l1 1·006423
Cross-sectional area (m2) A1 1·78076E−4
Thickness (m) t1 4·4519E−3
Area moment of inertia (m4) I1 2·94113E−10
Rotary inertia (kgm2) J1 8·5948E−4
Flexural rigidity (Nm2) E1I1 20·5879
Young’s modulus (N/m2) E1 0·7E11
Link mass (kg) m1 0·52334
Tip mass (kg) mp1 1·2
Torque at joint 1 (Nm) t1 0·03825
Torsion spring stiffness (joint 1) (Nm/rad) K1 0·0789
Prerotation angle (joint 1) (°) u01 300·0
Initial condition (joint 1) (°) 0·0
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T 2

Physical parameters of link 2

Length (m) l2 9·945
Cross-sectional area (m2) A2 1·7748E−4
Thickness (m) t2 4·437E−3
Area moment of inertia (m4) I2 2·9117E−10
Rotary inertia (kgm2) J2 9·256E−4
Flexural rigidity (Nm2) E2I2 20·3819
Young’s modulus (N/m2) E2 0·7E11
Link mass (kg) m2 0·42958
Tip mass (kg) mp2 0·336
Torque at joint 2 (Nm) t2 0·0225
Torsion spring stiffness (joint 2) (Nm/rad) K1 0·0768
Prerotation angle (joint 2) (°) u20 60
Initial condition (joint 2) (°) 180·0

response of joint rotations and joint velocity of each link for rigid body model and the
flexible model for the first phase. The time taken by the second joint to reach zero degree
for the flexible model (2·923 s) is slightly more than that of the rigid body model (2·898 s).
This is because a part of energy goes into the flexible deformation of the link for the flexible
model. The response of the angular velocity for the rigid body model shows a smooth and
continuous variation. The response for the flexible model shows oscillatory response about
the rigid body response.

Figure 4 presents the response of tip displacement and tip velocity of links 1 and 2
respectively for the first phase. The peak tip displacement for link 1 is 0·0071 m (0·705%
of l1) and for link 2 is 0·00798 m (0·845% of l2). It is noted from Figure 3(a) that the joint
rotation response for the rigid body and the flexible model are very close. This is due to
a very small tip deflection of links of the flexible model during motion.

Figure 3. Response of joints during first phase. ——, rigid body model; –·–·–, flexible model; (a) joint 1; (b)
joint 2; (c) joint 1; (d) joint 2.
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Figure 4. Response of the tip displacement and tip velocity of links during first phase. (a) link 1; (b) link 2;
(c) link 1; (d) link 2.

The first stage locking takes place when joint 2 reaches 0° at 2·898 s for the rigid body
model and at 2·923 s for the flexible model as mentioned above. The discontinuity in the
velocities due to the first stage of locking are computed from the momentum balance
method. The two link flexible system at this stage reduces to a single flexible link.

Second phase. The parameters for the second phase are presented in Table 3. The initial
conditions for integrating the equations of motion are obtained from equations (31) and
equation (32). The differential equations of the single flexible link (equation (34)) are solved
numerically until joint 1 reaches 90°.

Figure 5 presents the response of angular rotation and angular velocity of joint 1 of
single flexible link for both the rigid body model and the flexible model for the second
phase. Figure 6 presents the response of tip displacement and tip velocity of the single

T 3

Physical parameters of single flexible link

Length (m) l1 1·006423
Length (m) l2 0·945
Cross-sectional area (m2) A 1·7364E−4
Thickness (m) t 4·341E−3
Area moment of inertia (m4) I 2·72676E−10
Rotary inertia (kgm2) Jf 8·5948E−4
Flexural rigidity (Nm2) EI 19·087
Young’s modulus (N/m2) E 0·7E11
Link mass (kg) m 0·52334
Tip mass (kg) mp1 1·2
Tip mass (kg) mp2 0·336
Torque at joint 1 (Nm) t1 0·03825
Torsion spring stiffness (joint 1) (Nm/rad) K1 0·0789
Prerotation angle (joint 1) (°) u10 300.0
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Figure 5. Response of first joint rotation and joint velocity during second phase. ——, rigid body model; –·–·–,
flexible model.

flexible link for the second phase. The tip deflection is larger in comparison to the first
phase. The peak tip displacement is 0·4105 m (20·5% of the total length).

For the rigid body model as a result of first locking, the kinetic energy of link 2 changes
the angular velocity of the first joint by the principle of conservation of angular
momentum. With this velocity as the initial condition the system rotates up to 90°. As a
result of locking at the second joint, a part of the kinetic energy of link 2 is transformed
into flexural strain energy and flexural kinetic energy for the flexible model. This results
in an increase in tip deflection and tip velocity just after first locking. The increase in tip
displacement and tip velocity of link 2 makes the joint of the single flexible link oscillate
during motion. These oscillations make the flexible model take longer (5·78 s) than the rigid
body model (4·38 s) to reach 90°.

It is observed from Figure 6 that the response of tip displacement contains high
frequency components. This is because in the first phase two elements per link are used
in the formulation. When the system locks at joint 2, the two links result in a single flexible
link with four elements. This increases the dimension of the mass and stiffness matrices,
which in turn introduces high frequency components. It was also observed that the tip
velocity had a large number of high frequency components. This is due to the numerical
problems associated with integration of the finite element based equations of motion. In
the plots of tip velocity, the high frequency components have been removed by
‘‘smoothing’’.

The second stage of locking takes place when the first joint reaches 90°. The first joint
loses its rotational degree of freedom during second locking. The discontinuity in velocity
of flexible variables just after second locking is computed on the basis of the momentum
balance method (equation (B1)–(B3)) of Appendix B. The single flexible link reduces to
a cantilever beam with a clamped boundary condition at joint 1.

Third phase. Figure 7 presents the tip deflection and tip velocity of each link for the
cantilever beam. The tip deflection of link 1 for the first phase is enhanced compared to
the second phase. This enhancement is because of the rotating flexible link locks at the
first joint during the second stage of locking. The peak displacement is 0·385 m (19·0%
of the total length).
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The comparison of the rigid body model and flexible model show that the rigid body
model predicts less time for locking compared to the flexible model. Locking introduces
very large deflections in the link which the rigid body model does not take into account.

7. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

In order to verify the mathematical model of the motion of a flexible linkage assembly
before and after locking, an experimental study was performed. The experimental set-up
is shown in Figure 8. Two flexible aluminum links are constrained to slew in the horizontal
plane on top of a flat glass table. Each joint is driven by means of preloaded torsion springs
made of spring steel. The first joint is supported rigidly by the side of the glass table. The
second joint and the tip of the second link are floated on the glass table by means of air
bearings. Each joint is provided with a locking mechanism. This prevents further rotation
of the joint when the joint reaches a predefined angle.

8. DESCRIPTION OF COMPONENTS

A brief description of the main components is given below.

8.1.  

Two slender aluminum beams with length 0·95 m, width 0·04 m and thickness 0·004 m,
mass density 2700 kg/m3, Young’s modulus 7·0×1010 N/m2 were selected. The beam is
cantilevered on a rigid shaft and was designed to have deflection well within the elastic
limit.

8.2.  

The schematic representation of the joint assembly with locking mechanism for the first
joint is shown in Figures 9 and 10. Figure 9 shows the initial configuration of the locking
mechanism of the first joint assembly. The right flange is connected to one end

Figure 6. Response of tip displacement and tip velocity of links during second phase. (a) link 1; (b) link 2;
(c) link 1; (d) link 2.
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Figure 7. Response of tip displacement and tip velocity of links during third phase. (a) link 1; (b) link 2; (c)
link 1; (d) link 2.

of the first link. The motion of the joint is through a pre-loaded torsion spring mounted
above the right flange. The joint has a cam of circular shape and a spring loaded rocker
arm. In the initial configuration the rocker arm will be resting on the surface of the cam
as shown in Figure 9. During deployment the rocker arm rides over the surface of the cam.
At the end of deployment the rocker arm locks with the cam due to the spring load as
shown in Figure 10. This prevents further rotation of the joint. The reverse rotation of
the joint after locking is prevented by projection at the other end of the cam which
butts against the support block. The locking takes place when the rotation of the first joint
is 90°.

A similar mechanism is designed for the second joint [21] except the locking takes place
when the rotation of the second joint reaches 0°.

Figure 8. Experimental setup of two-link flexible system.
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Figure 9. First joint assembly (initial configuration).

8.3.  

A gas lubricated bearing can be defined as two accurately machined surfaces separated
by a thin film of gas and so arranged that any tendency to change the clearance between
the surfaces is resisted by the change of pressure in the gas film. The bearing [24] consists
of a bearing pad into which are drilled feed holes/pockets spaced evenly around the bearing
circumference. Compressed air at 1·5 kgf/cm2 from the compressor is supplied to the
reservoir surrounding the bearing. The compressed air flows from the reservoir to the feed
holes into the clearance between the bearing pad and the flat table. The compressed air
finally exhausts to the atmosphere.

Two air bearings are used in the experimental set-up. One is mounted below the second
joint assembly and the other air bearing is mounted below the tip of link 2. The compressed
air is taken to the air bearing by means of light weight tubes which are taped securely to
each link.

8.4.  

The torsion spring is designed [25] for pre-rotation angles of 300° for the first joint and
240° for the second joint. The stiffness of the springs are 0·0789 Nm/rad and
0·0768 Nm/rad. The torsion spring of the first joint is right handed and rotates the link
1 in a counter clockwise direction. The torsion spring of the second joint is left-handed
and rotates the link 2 in a clockwise direction.

8.5.     -

The experimental set-up can provide the variety of configurations listed below.
1. Rigid and flexible links of different cross-section or lengths can be interchanged to

study the effect of structural flexibility in either or both links.
2. The width of link can be varied from 0·03 m to 0·04 m.
3. The length of each link is limited to 1 metre.
4. The torsion springs of different stiffness can be mounted on the set-up. Provision is

made to vary the pre-load on the torsion spring in steps of 90°.
5. Single link experiments can be performed by dismantling the second link.
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9. INSTRUMENTATION

In this section a brief description of instrumentation used in the experimental set up is
described. Two types of instrumentations are used: joint angle measurement, strain
measurement.

9.1.   

The rotation of each link is measured by a single turn potentiometer mounted at each
joint. The resistance of each potentiometer is 10 KV. Each potentiometer is given an input
voltage of 5 V. The output voltage of the potentiometer is recorded by a microcomputer
through an A/D converter. The instrumentation block diagram is shown in Figure 11. The
initial voltage of each potentiometer is noted after mounting on each joint for the initial
configuration of the experimental setup. The links are moved to the final configuration and
the final voltage of each potentiometer is noted. The calibration constant for each
potentiometer is estimated utilizing the above recorded voltages. The results are compared
with intermediate angular positions. As the potentiometer is measuring the joint rotation
during motion, the system frequencies range from 35 Hz in the first phase to 1·95 Hz in
the second phase and the potentiometer frequency response in this range does not pose
any problem.

9.2.  

The strain at the base of each flexible link is measured using strain gauges. The gauge
factor is 2·0. A full bridge circuit arrangement is used employing four strain gauges at the
base of each link, two gauges on the upper and two gauges on the lower surface. The strain
gauge signals are amplified 2500 times in a preamplifier. The output voltage is recorded
in a microcomputer through an A/D converter. The block diagram is shown in Figure 11.

The strain measurement was calibrated statically. Each flexible link was mounted as a
cantilever beam and loaded statically by a series of known weights. Measured strains were
compared with the estimated strains.

10. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section numerical simulation for the flexible model is compared with the
experimental results. The comparison is made for the joint angle response, strain at

Figure 10. First joint assembly (configuration during second stage of locking).
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Figure 11. Instrumentation block diagram for joint rotation and strain measurement.

the base of each flexible link and finally some comments are made about the frequency
of the system.

10.1.   

Figure 12 presents the response of joint rotations for the flexible model and the
experimental results for all the phases.

First phase. The experimental results for the response of the first joint angle shows
smooth and continuous variations up to the first stage of locking. The experimental results
of the response of the second joint angle shows smooth and continuous variation up to
the first stage of locking. It can be seen from Figure 12 that the flexible model matches
very closely the experimental results in the initial stage of motion and deviates slightly at
the end of the first phase. The time for the first stage of locking from the experiment is
3·07 s. This is higher than that of the flexible model, which predicts 2·923 s.

Second phase. After the first stage of locking, the experimental results for the first joint
angle shows oscillatory response with slightly less amplitude compared with the flexible
model. The experimental results show slightly higher time for the second stage of locking
(6·13 s) than the flexible model (5·78 s). This may be due to the damping present in the
experimental setup which was not modelled in the numerical simulations. Note that the
response of joint 2 is not shown because it locks and does not rotate during second phase.

Figure 12. Response of each joint rotation for all the three phases of motion. ——, Flexible model; –·–·–,
experimental data. (a) joint 1; (b) joint 2.
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Figure 13. Response of strain in each link for all the three phases of motion. ——, Flexible model; –·–·–,
Experimental data. (a) link 1; (b) link 2.

10.2.  

The strain at the base of each flexible link is measured by the four strain gauges.
Figure 13 presents the strain response (in micro strains) for the experimental and the
simulation results of the flexible model for all phases.

First phase. The strain for link 1 and link 2 up to the first stage of locking is very small.
This is because the tip deflections are very small. In addition, the strain gauges and the
preamplifier are not sufficiently sensitive to acquire such small values of strain. Hence, no
comparison with numerical simulation are made for the first phase.

Second phase. The abrupt increase in the strain values is observed just after the first stage
of locking. The magnitude of strain for link 2 is much larger than at link 1 because the
locking is taking place at the second joint. The kinetic energy of link 2 just before locking
is transformed to flexural strain energy and flexural kinetic energy. This induces a large
strain at the base of link 2. The strain at the base of link 2 predicted by the experimental
model is large compared to the flexible model for the second phase. The results of the strain
of link 1 predicted by the flexible model is close to the experimental results.

After the second stage of locking, the magnitude of the strain at link 1 is larger than
at link 2 because the locking is taking place at the first joint. This is again due to the kinetic
energy of the combined link being transformed to flexural strain energy and flexural kinetic
energy during second locking. The experimental results show a lower value of strain at
link 1 and link 2 than the strain predicted by the flexible model.

It can be observed from the above figures that the increase in locking time for the first
and second stages compared with the flexible model and the decrease in amplitude of strain
in every cycle indicates the presence of damping. The damping arises in the experimental
set-up due to friction in the joints and potentiometer shaft, structural damping of the link
material and friction at the air bearings. These are difficult to estimate and were not taken
into account in the numerical simulations.

10.3.  

In this section the system frequency is evaluated from the response of the strain obtained
from the flexible model and the experimental strain results by the use of Fast Fourier
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Transforms (FFT). The frequency obtained from the flexible model is compared with that
obtained from the experimental strain data.

After the first stage of locking (second phase of motion) the first frequency (1·95 Hz)
matches quite well with the numerical model and the experimental data. This is the most
dominant frequency for the flexible model as well as for the experimental results.

After the second stage of locking (third phase of motion) the first two frequencies
obtained from the numerical simulation of the strain response (0·39 Hz and 2·73 Hz) is
less compared to the experimental strain data (0·49 Hz and 2·93 Hz). This difference is
because the exact clamped boundary condition may not happen in the experimental set-up
and the stiffness of the joints and air tubes are not taken into account in simulation. After
the second stage of locking the first two frequencies are dominant.

11. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A theoretical model along with an experimental set-up to study the dynamics of a
two-link flexible system simulating the two panels of a solar array undergoing locking has
been described in this paper. The equations of motion for the three stages of motion of
the two-link flexible system are presented. The equations of motion were derived using a
finite element method and the Lagrangian formulation. The model used the momentum
balance method to predict the motion of the system after each locking. A comparison is
made between a rigid body and the flexible model. The locking time for the rigid body
model and flexible model were very close for the first stage of locking. But the locking time
for the rigid body model was shown to be much smaller compared to the flexible model
for the second stage of locking. Hence, a rigid body model may give inaccurate results for
flexible systems which undergo locking.

In this paper, an experimental set-up consisting of two spring actuated aluminum links,
floating on a glass table and undergoing locking during motion has been described.
Experimental results obtained from this experimental set-up have been presented and
compared with numerical simulation. The numerical simulation and the experimental
results match quite well. In particular, the locking time are well matched for the first and
second locking. The numerical simulation of strain response is quite close to the
experimental data except at the beginning of the second phase. The frequency of the
numerical simulation and the experimental strain data were compared for the second and
third phases and were found to be in reasonable agreement.

The comparison of the numerical and experimental results suggest that the momentum
balance method together with modelling of the flexibility of links can give reasonably
accurate results. The mathematical model presented in this paper can be easily extended
to model the dynamics of more than two panels. The comparison also suggests that this
mathematical model can be used to predict the motion of space mechanisms which undergo
locking more accurately than simple rigid body models.
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APPENDIX A: MOMENTUM BALANCE FOR THE FIRST STAGE OF LOCKING

The elements of mass matrix [M] for the flexible two-link system given in section 3
(equation (23)) can be written as

[Mr ]= [Mr1, Mr2], [Mrf ]= [Mrf1, Mrf2]T. (A1)

The equation of momentum balance method for the flexible two-link system undergoing
locking at the second joint is given by

[B1]DS� 1 =F1, (A2)

where

[B1]=$Mr1

MT
rf1

Mrf

Mf

h1

h2%, h1 = {0, −1}T, h2 = {0}T,

DS� 1 = {Du� 1, Dq̇1, Dq̇2, H1}T, F1 = {−Du� 2 MT
r2, −Du� 2 Mrf2}T. (A3)

In the above equation H1 is the impulse acting at the joint 2 and u� 2+ =0 due to locking
at joint 2.

APPENDIX B: MOMENTUM BALANCE FOR SECOND STAGE OF LOCKING

The equation of momentum balance method for the flexible one-link system undergoing
locking at the first joint is given by

[B2]DS� 2 =F2, (B1)

where

[B2]=$Mrf

Mf

h1

h2%, DS� 2 = {Dṗ1, H2}T, F2 = {−Du� 1 Mr , −Du� 1 Mrf}T (B2)

In the above equation, the terms Mr , Mrf and Mf of B2 and F2 are the elements of mass
matrix of the equation (34), h1 =−1, h2 = {0}, H2 is the impulse acting at the joint 1 and
u� 1+ =0 due to locking to joint 1.

The velocity of the flexible variables, ṗ1+, just after locking is given by

ṗ1+ = ṗ1− +Dṗ1, (B3)

where ṗ1− are the velocities of flexible variables just before locking and Dṗ1 are the changes
in velocities of flexible variables due to locking.


